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35. HOUSES :  i, 4, 7, 10
If 2[, $, & or )) be in the same house with the Ross,
or in the 4. 7. or 10 from it, then it will be good, and
if h, <?> O>  S3   be in  ditto  places  then will be bad.
This account is most particular for horary questions,
but will be for all, and if the }) be in a good house,
and any of the bad  planets  as  h, c?>  &ca. be bad,
then the }) will hinder the Malevolence of them whilst
it remains so ;   so if the J) be in a bad Place, and any
good Planets, as 2J., ? &ca. in a good place, then will
be bad during the Js staying there.     So j) is chiefly
to be looked upon, but in this you must observe the
exception in the foregoing page.    Also the O rules
20 days, the ]) 50 days &ca. every yeare, .and within
these every Planet rules its number of dayes in Qs
raignea h rules 2  dayes :   Now notwithstanding the
other  Planets   being   good,   yet   these   two   dayes h
will be bad, and so of the raigne of any of the other
Planets either good or bad,  so within these  2 days
each planet rules its part, so that when 2J. rules his
gurries (being stronger than h) them gurries in which
he raignes shall be good, notwithstanding hs 2 days
being bad, yet at that time h will have no force.
36. PLANETS WEAPONS
Bramins say that the Planets and S3 have weapons
and those that have the most are the strongest (viz/)
weapons.	"weapons.
"h hath 15	$ hath n
2J.    „    18	g    „     10
<J     „    12       '	j)    „     16
O    „   12 and is stronger	S3   „     18 and is stronger
than <J.	than 2J..

